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1 Overview 
Wedora Cloud is the M2M Cloud Management Platform for Hongdian M2M products including routers, DTU,and 
etc. 
This article is on the basis of the wedora user manual, and introduces how to configure the notification on 
Wedora platform, so that the user can receive the Emails for the platform periodic reports.  
You are recommended to use the Firefox or chrome browser with the latest version to access the Wedora cloud 
web page. 
 

2 Description 

2.1 Configuration steps 
1. Login the platform, enter the “Notifcation” page to add a configuration, which can be regarded as the two 
parts: the Email configuration and the notification rules. 

 
2. Configure the notification rules according to your wishes. You can add the name, select the notify cycle,  
choose receivers and etc by yourself. 
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3. Configure the Email smtp server. The platform needs an Email account as a sender, so please make sure the  
Email account is available, and the SMTP server’s configuration is correct. 
 

 
 
 

4. Click “Comfirm” to save it, and the up-right of the web page should show the tip as below. 
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5. Test if the Email SMTP configuration is correct, as below select it and then input your Email address for test.  

 
 
6. Later the “TestStatus” should turn to green, which means the SMTP test is OK 

 
 
And we can also receive the test email as below. 

 
 
7. Enable the selected notification rule by click “Enable Config” button. 

 

 
The “Status” will turn to green which means the config is enabled. Note that the “Notify cycle” is daily, so the 
platform should start to send the Email report in the next day.  
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2.2 Remark 
If you are confused about SMTP settings, this section shows how to check your Email configuration and SMTP 
setting with the example of Yahoo Email. 
 
1. Check if your Email account supports SMTP. Login Yahoo mail website, click “Account info”->”Account 
security”. 

 
 
Find the list item, make sure it is turn on, as below. 

 
 
2. Add this Yahoo account to a Email client, such as Foxmail. Open “Account Settings”->”Create New Account”,  
and then input your Yahoo account and password.  
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3. The Foxmail will check your account, if it return error, and shows the red arrow marks on the right. 
Please try to check the SSL box as below, and click “Create” to continue. 
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4. If it can be added successful as below, we can get the correct SMTP server configuration from the Foxmail.  

 
 
5. The SMTP setting is available as below, we can apply it to the platform notification.  
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